the most tested and known references, we cannot give up the challenge of responding with true (and authentic) affects to the affects of our patients. This is constitutive of a factorial composition of the therapeutic process, where a Faith/trust factor (Bion, 1970) , a touch/tenderness factor (Ferenczi, 1932; Searles 1959) , and a hope/wait factor (Manica, 2007) should be integrated to support the authenticity with which the analyst responds to the patient's demand of emotional truth, hence allowing us to understand the composition of a truth/authenticity factor as an element that can ensure the progress of the relationship and the treatment.
In fact, analytic truths, like most scientific truths, have the same bipersonal dimension as delusional formations. They carry a core of (historical) intolerable truth that needs to be wrapped by a (meta-theoretical) protective belt, a fragment of lie which will at least allow for it to be approached.
"The delusions of patients - Freud (1937, 268) wrote -appear to me to be the equivalent of the constructions which we build up in the course of an analytic treatment, [that is] attempts at explanation and cure" (my underlining).
Then, we need to grasp the depth of Freud's intuition. He does not suggest recognizing a delusional quality of the analytic constructions, but rather he acknowledges the delusional formation as a construction, a fiction. At the same time, he comes to understand the symptom -i.e. the delusion, the symptom par excellence -as an interpretive version of unreachable facts in themselves and yet constitutive of intersubjective reciprocal relationships, such as those which are created in the analytic situation when we proceed to the process of sense-making, to a quest for meaningfulness, that is a function of the human discourse.
The constructions in the analytic discourse, as Freud said, try to explain and cure. As a matter of fact, they understand a truth that cannot be said, without a certain degree of invention, and therefore falsification.
As an attentive and informed epistemology taught us and as Antonio Imbasciati (2007 Imbasciati ( , 2010 Imbasciati ( , 2011 suggested more than once in a rigorously psychoanalytical perspective, theories are inventions and not findings. It is
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not so much the object that creates the method, but rather the method that produces the object in its own image and likeness.
The only guarantee of verisimilitude is that we are called to create working models which try to resonate with the models that the mind might have about itself (Freud was the first one, when he invented a drive model;
Ferenczi tried by adopting a relational paradigm without uncertainty; then Jung also tried, as he suggested the archetypes of collective dream; Lacan referred to the semiotic/semantic articulation of linguistic structures and, last but not least, Bion did it when he thought of the mental metabolism as the functioning of a digestive apparatus).
But what is the degree of tolerable invention, falsehood and/or truth that allows us to survive the experience of the traumatic, preventing it from turning into the effects of an unrelenting death instinct?
Bion has questioned the assumption that truth is of essential importance for every scientific approach and introduced a different, more complex standpoint, by means of a fable, known as The apology of liars:
"The liars showed courage and resolution in their opposition to the scientists who with their pernicious doctrines bid fair to strip every shred of self-deception from their dupes leaving them without any of the natural protection necessary for the preservation of their mental health against the impact of truth. Some, knowing full well the risks that they ran, nevertheless laid down their lives in affirmation of lies so that the weak and doubtful would be convinced by the ardour of their conviction of the truth of even the most preposterous statements. It is not too much to say that the human race owes its salvation to that small band of gifted liars who were prepared even in the face of indubitable facts to maintain the truth of their falsehoods […] These martyrs to untruth were often of humble origin whose very names have perished. But for them and the witness borne by their obvious sincerity the sanity of the race must have perished under the load placed on it. By laying down their lives they carry the morals of the world on their shoulders […] . By
Mauro Manica contrast the feeble processes by which the scientists again and again attempted to support their hypotheses made it easy for the liars to show the hollowness of the pretensions of the upstarts and thus to delay, if not to prevent, the spread of doctrines whose effects could only have been to induce a sense of helplessness and unimportance in the liars and their beneficiaries" (Bion, 1970, pp. 100-101) .
In fact, The apology of liars is prophetically complex and goes beyond the simplifications to which all reductive and reconciling understanding would turn. One could easily be allured by the risk of idealizing the Lie and be charmed by the false promises of some trendy "Pied Piper". Still, the risk of a moralistic reductionism is always lurking, as it preaches an aristocracy of knowledge that has shown its own limitations since the dawn of time in the failure of social utopia, which has also sealed the sunset of Plato's Republic.
The caste of the "philosophers" does not exist, as the philosopher is also a "wounded healer" and is part of the common condition of fragility that marks each of us as being part of the mankind.
The seduction of the Supposed-Knowledge is also a "Pied Piper", and it
is not easy to avoid its enchantment. In our work, as analysts, it is not easy to avoid hybris, just as it isn't to resist the temptation of converting the patient to the religion of our own theories, of our belief that these theories point to an
Absolute Truth about an Ultimate Reality. In so doing, we would forget our difficult task to accompany the patient in finding out his own truth, a liveable reality based on small truths which, with their "bit" of lie, have allowed the analyst to give meaning and beauty to life (Manica, 2014) .
In Bion's words (1974) , there must be two "frightened" people in the room, so that something "new" can be generated: and like the apology of liars suggests to us, there is some amount of invention/illusion -or lie -that remains from a blinding Truth and to which the human race owes its own health and safety. After repeated and thorough evaluations, the group came to forge a categorical system along a gradient: Truth→truth→falsehood→lie→Lie , where the one-way arrows seemed to indicate more than a deterioration of recoverable truths ("←") through the psychoanalytic method, also seemingly grasping a dimension of experience that needs to remain forever ineffable ('beyond words') and unreachable for human knowledge but as falsehood:
illusion, play, and dream.
In these dimensions of knowledge, we are possibly dealing with something that has to do with the cores of the self, which, according to Winnicott, need to remain "sacred" and "inviolable" and to be preserved from communication, so that they can maintain their personality-generating character (Winnicott, 1963) .
Thus, in the gradient suggested by Tabak de Bianchedi we should inscribe two-way arrows ("↔") that transform linearity into an oscillation capable of providing protection against traumatic collapses (Truth) or symptomatic disruptions (Lie) in extreme situations.
Truth←truth↔falsehood↔lie→Lie: if on one end the intolerable Truth of trauma is placed, on the other we find the immobility of the symptom, the pathological personality organisation that can only produce claustrophilic solutions (Meltzer, 1992) or a failing promise of protection provided by a psychic retreat (Steiner, 1993) .
So, which truth can the analyst attend to? And which truth can emerge through psychoanalytic work?
Of course, it cannot be the Absolute Truth about an Ultimate Reality, it is not the universal and unknowable O, but rather a contingent and immanent O that is intercepted by the possibility of a sequence of micro-at-one-ments in the here and now, small truths that can be shared moment by moment between patient and analyst. These are Truths which, by rising from a common interMauro Manica psychic matrix (Bolognini, 2010) , through the αfunction and dreaming allow us to transform the impersonal Truth of the trauma and the equally impersonal Lie of the symptom into a personal, emotional and subjective truth: "an entity -Grotstein says -that allows us to think, feel, grow mentally: in other words, to be enabled to learn from experience by being able to convert Absolute Experience into personal experience that can be felt and thought about (reflected upon)" (2007, p. 148, my underlining) .
In the radical revision of Freud's metatheory that Bion inaugurated, we need to postulate an oscillation between lie↔falsehood↔truth that allows us to stop and stay in PS, to establish some defence as we are confronted with the inhumanity of the traumatic dimension, an ineffable and numinous O.
Manrico, a young man in a promising phase of his analysis, dreams about a dramatic shark hunt. A fight appears on the oneiric stage and soon it takes up the legendary features of the struggle between Captain Ahab and Moby Dick. But here the animal, the shark, immediately has the features of primitive (almost pre-human) parts of the self, contaminated by the needs of an obstructing primary object.
In this way, the shark -the perfect predator -is not embodying the narrative derivative of a wild world of drives out of control, nor is it celebrating the triumph of the pleasure principle, but rather it takes the shape of a self which is "psychobiologically" encoded by the mother's narcissistic needs. The shark is a specialised automaton that cannot avoid the task of exciting and making a voracious and agonizing mother alive through its destructiveness and its own tireless drive to exist.
Here the analyst finds himself becoming part of a tragedy that has the absoluteness and impersonality of a non-human cosmic system which needs to be humanized and personalized by the α function and dreaming.
"The liar's lie - Grotstein (2007, p. 149) wrote -predicates the truth in disguise, like dreams".
But then, what is the truth that Manrico's 'lie of the shark' is telling? Who is the prey and who is the predator?
If the analyst assumed that the shark was the expression of the blinding Truth of Manrico's destructiveness, as an extension of his death instinct, he would just risk disowning the fact that in the 'lie of the shark' is encrypted the tragedy of a child who was forced to turn into an automaton who implemented the programme that was relentlessly transplanted by a traumatic environment.
The drive to exist is therefore disempowered by Hilflosigkeit and can only survive in the false ruthlessness of the shark. This is how dreams indicate "the a-truth", and the a-truth waits for a thinker that can approach it in an oblique, tangential way, belonging to dream and fiction, so that we are not going to be deprived of life by the blinding gaze of an inhuman Truth.
Perhaps Freud himself intuited it, when he stated that "the hysteric suffers from reminiscences", but reminiscences built up on the basis of "false links" that blend in and blur together in the myriad of "screen memories". Lacan (1959 Lacan ( -1960 ) did see it, when he suggested that the paradox of the liar would show that it is precisely the lying that makes it possible to speak and, in particular, to tell the truth about ourselves in the characteristic forms of the unconscious discourse and its symptoms. Indeed, Lacan said that, at an unconscious level, the subject lies. And the lie is his way of telling the truth.
The monk and the groom Marco, a man in his fifties, starts a psychoanalytic treatment with me. He bears on his shoulders the years of his late adolescence spent in a seminar before renouncing priesthood; a tormented marriage that ended in a divorce which he experienced with guilt because of it being in contrast with his deep religious commitment (Catholic religion still considers the offence to the sacrament of marriage a severe sin); a new relationship with a woman whom, he says, he loves, although she is obsessively jealous and demands absolute dedication.
He seeks analysis (his second experience of psychotherapy, the first one was a Jungian treatment) because he experiences some dissociation between Mauro Manica his Self-states (between his Selves) that makes the coexistence between the monk and the groom figures conflictual and at times tearing. He is a careful and loving husband, very dedicated to his family; as a teacher he is particularly engaged in the pedagogic function of his profession and he is sensitive to the emotional and personal growth of his students. But he is also a monk. At home he has set up a prayer and meditation room where he retreats at fixed times during the day, just as he spends some weeks every year as a guest in hermitages and abbeys, where he lives an absolutely monastic life.
Although he wears casual and lay clothes, he has the habitus of a monk: white hair and beard, a serene and calm tone of voice, restrained and kind motions. And yet he also has the face of a child and a curious and lively gaze, like a young Oliver Twist rather than the Lord's sheep.
The first steps of analysis (re-)construct the vicissitudes of a child who
"has very few memories from childhood", but was apparently forced to go through a traumatic progression which transformed him into a wise baby (Ferenczi, 1932) , devoted to the redemption of his mother's unhappiness. So, he seems to have developed an ideality illness, in which a hypertrophic ego ideal (an oppressive container) led him to turn ethical values into an absolute and to create some idealized functions of the monk as well as the groom.
In a dream at the beginning of his analysis, for example, Marco finds himself driving a luxury convertible with his mother sitting by his side. They are driving along the Grand Corniche and reach Monte Carlo where, in the city hall square, Marco gets out of the car, opens the door for his mother with impeccable manners, reaches out with his hand and all the bystanders admire his happy and elegant mother. Beyond the apparently Oedipal plot of the dream, the image of a child forced by a stifling object to be ideal is looming:
where the stifling object is a combination of excessively anxious primary care and a forcely corresponding child omnipotence.
In the third year of analysis, after a patient dreaming ensemble work which defused the idealization and disappointment flows that went impetuously through the analytic field, Marco recounts a dream of a different tenor compared to the previous ones. The oneiric scenery is divided into three sequences. In the first one, he is at school and is being scolded by the head teacher who learnt that he has spent many hours "debating" with his students. She challenges him because he has apparently taken away too much time from teaching and "wasted time on idle talk with the youth." In the dream he feels humiliated, embarrassed and "betrayed" by his students, because they are the only ones who could mention their "debating" to the head teacher. However, he finds himself apologizing clumsily and is shameful in defending his own reasons.
In the second dream sequence, he is "naked" and is walking along the school corridors. After feeling some enthusiasm at first, he regrets he has chosen not to wear any clothes and feels very embarrassed in making eye contact with the students and his fellow teachers.
In the third dream scene, he meets with Pope Benedict XVI who challenges and scolds him because of his position about "human weaknesses" being too "conciliatory". But on that occasion Marco defends his own ideas and stands up against the "hypocritical formality of the Church" and Benedict XVI. He even adds that he spoke with Pope Francis twice. The latter not only approved his ideas, but was committed to promoting and spreading them. In the dream, he "knows" he is lying, because he has never met Pope Francis, but he "feels" that it can be right to lie to preserve a sense of self and his own value as a human being. Then, I can 'feel' the lack of recognition that marked Marco's traumatophilia in his relationship with the high ecclesiastic officials and that, despite his efforts to preach the authenticity of a religious message, marginalized and isolated him, and forced him to consider himself the prophet of all kinds of heresy.
So, in the first part of the dream, he is isolated and defeated once again, and he cannot defend his own reasons -he is torn, split in an irreversible conflict between anger and shame. Anger and shame, though, seem to be transformed into a possibility of self-assertiveness in the final dream sequence, where -in order to again establish his own right to exist as he is -he needs to turn to some fragments of lie, of falsification (or verisimilitude), of fiction that can mitigate the ideal dimension of absolute demands. 
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attacked a herd of goats... During the ambush, the tiger died but was able to deliver a cub... So, the tiger cub grew among the goats and was convinced he was a goat... until he met a male tiger that allowed the cub to mirror with him, and helped him realize his true nature, and how he was supposed to roar and not bleat... but... Campbell also added that the true nature of the tiger cub, in order to be revealed in the herd of goats, had to be veiled... in other words, maybe he said that for the past and the present to live together, some lie is necessary..."
A -"Maybe the veiled tigeris also telling us something about the second scene of your dream!?..."
P -"It makes me think that "being naked" corresponds to the idea of some mysticism I have always believed in... true authenticity, the essence of authenticity means to get rid of the clothes, of all mundane appeals... and to present oneself in one's own essentiality before God...".
A -"Wasn't it Saint Francis who said "Naked on a naked earth"?... These words, said by Luciana Nissim, a Jew who survived the Nazi extermination camps, sounded full and deep. It is true, one needs to be clever, one needs the lie of dream (Grotstein, 2007) , one needs some fiction to be able to transform unspeakable suffering and horrific nameless dreads. 
To conclude
What are the different characters of the dreaming ensemble (Grotstein, 2007) between patient and analyst, between me and Marco, saying? What about Kant, Costant, Campbell, Drewermann, Saint Francis and all the others?
We can think that they are speaking about the vicissitudes of ploughing the emotions of the analytical field (Ferro, 2015 (Ferro, , 2014 , the appearance of new third subject of analysis (Ogden, 1994 (Ogden, , 2005 , inter-psychic and intersubjective subjects that cannot belong exclusively to either the patient or the analyst, but are generated in a meta-individual (meta-personal) thirdness, in-between, in an intermediate space of the analytical relationship. It is in this narrative (poetic) unfolding that the containers and the α functions of the couple at work can be developed. It is here that the most aphasic and anomic emotions are alphabetized (or rather βetαlphatized), and where this betalphatization implies a deep and authentic emotional participation of the analyst.
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Here, just like we can find in the mystic language of the Gospel of Mark (5, 25-34), it is not K, but the analyst's O that needs to become the patient's O, the truth of his emotional experience:
"And a woman was there who had been subject to bleeding for twelve years. She had suffered a great deal under the care of many doctors and had spent all she had, yet instead of getting better she grew worse. When she heard about Jesus, she came behind him in the crowd and touched his cloak, because she thought, "If I just touch his clothes, I will be healed."
Immediately her bleeding stopped and she felt in her body that she was freed from her suffering. Although from a lay perspective, this is how the analyst, just like Jesus of Nazareth, has to feel he is "touched" by the patient to be able to "touch" him back. But for a transformation to occur, for any development of the container (♀→♀→♀), the patient needs to feel that the analyst has been "touched" by his suffering and, with the same power, by his untransformed β. This is analytic Faith. It is this Faith that can be based, dialectically, on the belief of the presence of the absent object, it is the Faith in O, like Bion said (1992) , the faith in becoming the truth of the emotional experience of the other: "I suggest that, for a correct interpretation, it is necessary for the analyst to go through the phase of "persecution" (…) Similarly, he must pass through depression before he is ready to give an interpretation (…) I am fortified in this belief by the conviction that has been borne in on me by the analysis of Mauro Manica psychotic or borderline patients. I do not think such a patient will ever accept an interpretation, however correct, unless he feels that the analyst has passed through this emotional crisis as a part of the act of giving the interpretation" (291).
By now, we cannot think any more that any patient can accept our interpretation if he/she has not felt that the analyst has gone through the emotional crisis of having been touched by the patient's O, whether in a neurotic dimension or in D or in PS, or in the nothingness and meaninglessness of an autistic experience.
And if the truth of these experiences is diachronic, i.e. a sequence of small truths continuously transforming themselves, authenticity is synchronic, as it says something which is true in the here-and-now, in the immediacy of spontaneous gestures that are reconstructed, or perhaps constructed for the first time by ploughing the analytic field.
Thus, "O" could represent the truth/authenticity that the analyst has a chance to experience through a catastrophic insight, where he does not only listen and accept, but becomes,in the depth of his being, the emotion that the patient conveys. It is an emotion which is certainly known (like Bollas would say [1987] ), but which has never been dreamt or thought of until then.
